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Name of the organization:

Contact person:

Adress:

E-mail adress:

Phone number:

Bank details:

Time period of the project:

Proposed amount: (in Euro)

Title of the project:

Short project description: (approx. 500 characters)

Please classify the project into one category
Field of Work:
Medical Projects

Human Rights Monitoring

Search and Rescue

Basic Needs

Legal Projects

Gender-Based Violence

Public Outreach

Other

Regions:
Aegean

Western Europe

North Africa

Central Mediterranean

Balkan

Other
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Please describe your project in more detail using the following key questions.
No specific form is envisaged for this.

1. What exactly would the requested amount be used for?
2. What are the objectives of the project? What should change as a result of the project or
the funds applied for?
3. What is the relevance of the project with regard to the eligibility criteria of the foundation?
4. Why is money from the foundation needed? What other financing possibilities have
been tried (with what result)?

Why does this project in particular fit the funding criteria of the foundation?
§ 5 the Rules of Procedure of the Board of the foundation: Guidelines for the allocation of funds
Priority will be given to projects which:
1. Have little chance of obtaining other funding opportunities
2. Guarantee diversity in the allocation of funds
3. Guarantee the sustainability of the allocation of resources
4. H ave an impact beyond the individual case, regarding the overall context of human rights in
the context of (forced) migration
5. Deal with the criminalization of (forced) migration and emergency assistance to refugees
6. S upport people who are fleeing or have fled to Europe by sea
7.   Promote safe passage
8. Provide legal assistance in the event of criminalization

Date, place

Signature / Stamp
Applicant
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